Efficient texture mapping by adaptive mesh division in mesh-based computer generated hologram.
We propose a method that achieves efficient texture mapping in fully-analytic computer generated holograms based on triangular meshes. In computer graphics, the texture mapping is commonly used to represent the details of objects without increasing the number of the triangular meshes. In fully-analytic triangular-mesh-based computer generated holograms, however, those methods cannot be directly applied because each mesh cannot have arbitrary amplitude distribution inside the triangular mesh area in order to keep the analytic representation. In this paper, we propose an efficient texture mapping method for fully-analytic mesh-based computer generated hologram. The proposed method uses an adaptive triangular mesh division to minimize the increase of the number of the triangular meshes for the given texture image data. The geometrical similarity relationship between the original triangular mesh and the divided one is also exploited to obtain the angular spectrum of the divided mesh from pre-calculated data for the original one. As a result, the proposed method enables to obtain the computer generated hologram of high details with much smaller computation time in comparison with the brute-force approach. The feasibility of the proposed method is confirmed by simulations and optical experiments.